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Abstract. Constraint databases and geographic information systems
share many applications. However, constraint databases can go beyond
geographic information systems in efficient spatial and spatiotemporal
data handling methods and in advanced applications. This survey mainly
describes ways that constraint databases go beyond geographic informa-
tion systems. However, the survey points out that in some areas con-
straint databases can learn also from geographic information systems.
1 Introduction
Relational databases [13] and geographic information systems [44, 46] developed
separately. Relational databases used high-level, logic-based query languages like
SQL and Datalog but were concerned only with table-oriented business data.
Geographic information systems (GISs) used more operational query languages
and dealt with geographic-oriented data.
Constraint databases [24, 35] were motivated in part to combine these two
separate areas. In particular, the original constraint database paper [22, 21] in-
sisted on using constraint query languages that are high-level, logic-based and
have the following additional features:
1. The query evaluation must terminate and be computationally efficient.
2. The query evaluation needs to find all answers to a query.
3. The output of the query evaluation should be represented as another con-
straint relation.
These requirements are generalizations of the most important features of rela-
tional databases, which are just special cases of constraint databases. At the same
time, constraint databases can also describe geographic data. Hence in theory
constraint databases seem ideal to combine relational data and geographic data,
which companies in practice still keep separately within a relational database
and a geographic information system, causing various problems.
The insistence of meeting the above three requirements is novel with respect
to constraint logic programming [19]. In fact, many constraint logic programmers
expressed skepticism whether the requirements can be satisfied beyond trivial
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cases [20]. However, over the years many cases of constraint query languages were
found. These cases can be grouped into the following three broad categories:
Queries that are restricted: Queries can be restricted to be nonrecursive,
for example, relational calculus or nonrecursive SQL. Relational calculus
queries can be evaluated with real polynomial constraints [22]. Nonrecursive
SQL queries with rational linear constraints can be evaluated such that the
maximum and minimum aggregate operators are generalized very naturally
to a linear optimization problem. That has been implemented using the
simplex method from linear programming in the MLPQ system [41] and the
CCUBE system [1].
Queries with restricted types of constraints: Datalog queries with gap-order
constraints [30, 29], half-addition constraints [33], positive linear constraints [33],
and integer periodicity constraints [45].
Queries with restricted variable dependence: A pair of variables is depen-
dent on each other if they occur together in the same constraint in either the
query or the input database. Variables which are not dependent are called
independent. Stratified Datalog queries with gap-order constraints and the
restriction that in each negated relation all the variables are independent are
also evaluable [34, 31]. Variable independence in the case of linear constraints
is investigated by Chomicki et al. [7].
It is easy to check that a query satisfies one of the above three restrictions.
In fact the checking can be automated, hence there is no burden on the users to
prove query termination like in constraint logic programming.
Whereas most extensions of relational databases significantly complicate the
SQL query language, constraint databases essentially keep the SQL query lan-
guage unchanged. The greater expressive power of constraint databases is achieved
by extending the database. As a result, writing constraint database queries can
be done with the same ease as in relational databases.
For example, let us find the intersection of Cities(x,y) and Clouds(x,y). We
write this in SQL as follows:
SELECT x, y
FROM Cities, Clouds
WHERE Cities.x = Clouds.x AND Cities.y = Clouds.y
The above query finds all (x,y) locations that belong to both the Cities and
the Clouds relations. The same query applies to a relational database if the
relations are represented as a finite number of grid elements or to a constraint
database if the relations are represented using linear constraints or polynomial
constraints.
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Users who are familiar only with relational databases are sometimes afraid
of using constraint databases because they mistakenly assume that they need to
create the constraint databases. However, users need not create themselves the
constraint databases. For example, users may simply download from websites
some constraint databases that represent maps. Further, the users need not look
at the constraints but only at the visualization of the map on the computer
screen, just like in GISs.
There is a growing number of constraint database system prototypes. We
developed a constraint database system called MLPQ (Management of Linear
Programming Queries) [39, 23, 41], which runs both SQL and Datalog queries
on linear constraint databases, and another constraint database system called
DISCO (Datalog with Integer and Set Constraints) [2, 32], which allows set con-
straints on variables that range over subsets of the integers. Other research
groups implemented several additional constraint database systems. For exam-
ple, CCUBE [1] was implemented at George Mason University and DEDALE [16]
at INRIA.
2 Geographic Data Handling in Constraint Databases
Constraint databases with rational linear inequality constraints can easily ex-
tend GISs. GISs usually deal with static two-dimensional objects, but constraint
databases can easily add an extra space dimension or a time dimension and
describe three dimensional objects or moving objects and other spatiotemporal
phenomena. Below I review some research areas within constraint databases that
are closely related to GISs.
2.1 Data models
New data models that are between linear constraint databases and the data
models of geographic information systems are interesting to look at because the
new data models can be more expressive that GISs but can be solved by efficient
query evaluation methods.
Examples of new data models include the parametric triangles data model [8,
11, 10], the parametric rectangles data model [38, 3], and the parametric geomet-
ric transformations data model [12]. A common feature of these parametric data
models is the introduction of a parameter t to represent time. Hence all of these
data models are extending static spatial data models to spatiotemporal data
models.
With each new data model, several important issues need to be investigated,
for example the suitable query languages for the new data model and inter-
operability, that is, the relationship with and transformability into other data
models.
An interesting new data model is GML, a spatial extension of XML. The
interoperability of GML and constraint databases is explored in [5].
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2.2 Indexing
Indexing is an organization of the data for efficient retrieval. In general the
more complex the data are the harder it is to find an efficient indexing method
for them. There is still no known efficient data structure to index general linear
constraint databases. However, for the new data models discussed in Section 2.1,
some efficient indexing methods can be developed.
The PR-tree indexing method is suitable for parametric rectangles [4]. A
new problem on moving object databases is the max-count problem, which asks
what is the maximum number of moving points in a moving rectangle window
during a given period of time. It is important to answer max-count queries for
example when scheduling airplane flights to limit the maximum congestion of
airspace above an airport. Several new indexing methods that answer efficiently
the max-count and related problems were developed recently [36, 6, 40].
Another geographic application is finding a shortest path in a network of
roads. Geerts et al. [15] describe an indexing method that can efficiently answer
shortest path queries in weighted graphs. When a landscape is seen from an
airplane or a satellite from different angles, the different images generated are
affine-invariant transformations of each other. Haesevoets et al. [18] describe an
indexing method that can efficiently retrieve images that are similar to any affine
transformation of a query image.
2.3 Interpolation of Spatial and Spatiotemporal Data
Spatial interpolation is the problem of estimating the unknown values of a spa-
tially variable function based on known neighboring values. Spatial interpolation
data can be represented in constraint databases [17].
While the interpolation of spatial data is a well-studied problem, the inter-
polation of spatiotemporal data is a more recent problem. Spatiotemporal inter-
polation arises in many applications. For example, the sale price of sold homes
in a town is a spatiotemporal data. The interpolation in this case requires one
to estimate the price of unsold homes at any given instance of time.
Most researchers considered spatiotemporal interpolation easily solvable by
just using 3-dimensional Krieging or Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) method
from the spatial interpolation area. However, in fact a generalization of the shape
functions method performs better than either Krieging or IDW [27, 26]. Since the
shape functions method yields linear constraints, the interpolation data can be
represented in a linear constraint database and queried in a constraint database
system. Spatiotemporal interpolation algorithms can be fine-tuned depending on
whether the spatiotemporal data is spatial-oriented or temporal-oriented [14].
2.4 Visualization
Visualization is important because users like to see pictures instead of the raw
constraint data. Visualization methods include include value-by-area cartogram
animation [28], animation of parametric triangles [9], and the visualization of a
whole class of recursively defined spatio-temporal data [42, 43].
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3 Geographic Applications using Constraint Databases
Section 2 gave a summary of research areas. This section reviews some geographic
applications of constraint databases. Each of the applications would be difficult
to solve in a traditional GIS system. These applications include the following:
Epidemics: A major problem is the efficient prediction of the spread of epi-
demics. A correct prediction can help the proper distribution of medical
resources and timely warning of the endangered human populations. Revesz
and Wu [43] presents a system to predict the spread of epidemics and reason
about the consequences of the epidemics.
Voting: Another prediction method is developed by Gao and Revesz for the
prediction of presidential voting outcomes. The voting results of the 2000
and 2004 presidential elections are examined and compared to what could
have been predicted by the method for these elections based on data that
were available before the elections.
House price estimation: The prices of houses were estimated with an aver-
age of less than 10% error using spatiotemporal interpolation, where the
spatiotemporal data is stored in a constraint database [27].
Drought risk assessment: Many insurance companies provide farmers some
insurance in case of crop failure due to drought or other conditions. Hence
it is important for the insurance companies to properly assess the risk of
drought in a given region at a given year considering also the type of crop
planted and its water needs. A drought risk assessment system based on
constraint databases was presented in [42].
Forest-fire management: The prediction of forest fires is also possible using
parametric rectangles [3]. A method that watches the satellite image of the
forest fire and predicts how its approximation as a set of parametric rectan-
gles is likely to grow is described in the last chapter of [35].
Data mining in remote sensing: Li et al. [25] describe the application of
object recognition in landscapes using satellite images. For example, a lake
can be identified among a number of other lakes in the area based on its
shape.
Habitat range of bird species: The habitat range of bird species is approx-
imated using a set of parametric triangles in [9]. The approximation can be
visualized and provides an extrapolation for future years.
The TIME CLOSEST problem: Given two moving points that move along two
different lines with uniform speed, the TIME CLOSEST problem asks to find
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the time when they are closest to each other. Although this problem seems
to require polynomial constraints at first sight, it can be expressed using
linear constraint database queries [37].
4 Future Developments
Most of the applications in Section 3 were implemented on top of the MLPQ
system. Geographic information system customers are looking for exactly those
types of applications, but those are hard to implement in existing GIS systems.
Hence GIS systems need to expand towards constraint databases, especially in
the handling of spatiotemporal data.
In addition, there are an increasing number of companies that need to manage
both relational databases and GIS. Relational databases and GISs were devel-
oped independently, and it is hard to manage simultaneously both types of data.
Constraint databases are a generalization of both relational databases and GIS,
hence it is imaginable that in the future some companies may like to combine
their disparate databases into one common constraint database.
There are some areas where constraint databases can learn also from GISs.
GISs can store not only the maps but some higher-level topological informa-
tion as well. Constraint database research focused on the map representations.
However, recent work in the constraint database area incorporates also special
methods for handling topological information. In the future, some advanced and
efficient GIS techniques for handling topological information could be adopted
by constraint databases. There is a possibility for a fruitful interaction in the
future between constraint database and GIS researchers and developers.
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